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Question
There appears to be a load of new cameras appearing outside police stations and other locations, in
particular Newtownabbey police station.
What are these cameras for, is it ANPR, speed detection or some other facility?
Answer
Firstly, I would apologise for the short delay in responding to your enquiry.
I am writing to confirm that the Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) has now completed its
search for the information.
Your request for information has now been considered and the decision has been taken to supply the
information you have requested and exempt any further information pursuant to the provisions of
Sections 31 (1) (a) (b) (c) Law Enforcement and 24 (1) National Security of the Act.
PSNI use a number of different technologies/cameras for a wide variety of policing purposes,
primarily to help enforce the law, prevent crime and contribute to road safety.
These technologies/cameras are designed to promote and protect the safety of everyone in the
community. Police will use the cameras to discharge their obligations to protect life, to prevent and
detect crime and to proactively ensure road safety.
The cameras will make a valuable contribution in four key areas:
•
•
•
•

Enforcing the law
Promoting road safety
Investigating accidents
Patrolling roads

They will also contribute to PSNI's aims in reducing road user related crime, providing a safer
environment for all communities.

Any further information will be exempt under Section 31 (1) (a) (b) (c) Law Enforcement and Section
24 (1) National Security.
Section 17 (1) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 requires the PSNI, when refusing to provide
such information (because the information is exempt) to provide you the applicant with a notice
which:
(a) states that fact,
(b) specifies the exemption in question and
(c) states (if not otherwise apparent) why the exemption applies.
The exemptions, as well as the factors the Department considered when deciding where the public
interest lies, are listed below:
Qualified Exemptions
Section 24 (1) National Security
Section 31 (1) (a) (b) (c) Law Enforcement
Sections 24 and 31 are prejudice based qualified exemptions which means that the legislators have
identified that the harm (prejudice) in disclosure as well as the public interest considerations need to
be evidenced and articulated to the applicant.
HARM
The essence of the work undertaken by the PSNI is to protect both individuals and society as a
whole.
Crime Operations Department PSNI is entrusted with a considerable amount of information and it
has an important role in countering the many threats against society. The protection of information is
essential to its work and the release of any inappropriate information could compromise front line
policing.
Section 24(1) of the Freedom of Information Act gives an exemption from disclosing information for
the purpose of safeguarding national security. Cameras are a necessary tool in the fight against
terrorist activities within Northern Ireland.
Cameras are not only used for the prevention and detection of general criminal activity but they are
also used to monitor, investigate and intervene in terrorist activity. The current threat level in the
Northern Ireland is SEVERE which means a terrorist attack is highly likely.
Disclosure of further information would give criminals/terrorists details of which locations would be
monitored by ANPR, allowing them to avoid such routes and therefore subsequent detection.
Revealing specific locations would dramatically weaken the effective use of ANPR as a monitoring
tool in the fight against terrorism on a local and national scale.
In the current climate in the United Kingdom (UK), no information which may aid a terrorist should be
disclosed. To what extent this information may aid a terrorist is unknown, but it is clear that it will
have a considerable negative impact on the police’s ability to monitor terrorist activity. The public
entrust the Police Service to make appropriate decisions with regard to their safety and protection
and the only way of reducing risk is to be cautious with the information that is released.
The usefulness of this data can be even more impactive when linked to other information gathered
from various sources about criminality/terrorism. The more information disclosed over time gives a
more detailed account of the tactical infrastructure of not only the UK but also Northern Ireland. Any

incident that results from a disclosure would by default effect national security.
This would mean the loss of a valuable tool in the police fight against criminals/terrorists and would
seriously jeopardise protecting the community we serve.
Operational procedures, methodology and tactics must be protected by the correct application of
exemptions. This is because the release of this type of information would rarely be in the Public
Interest and may reduce the PSNI’s capability to perform its overall functions under the Police (NI)
Act 2000, which states:
“It shall be the general duty of police officers –
(a) to protect life and property;
(b) to preserve order;
(c) to prevent the commission of offences;
(d) where an offence has been committed, to take measures to bring the offender to justice.”
Public Interest Test
The public interest test is as follows: Section 24 National Security Factors Favouring Disclosure
The public are entitled to know how public funds are spent and resources distributed within the area
of policing. Disclosure of the requested information would enable the general public to hold (force
name) to account on the way in which ANPR technology is deployed. Detailing locations would show
the effectiveness of ANPR cameras in combating terrorist activities. The information would also be
likely to aid public debate on the level of surveillance in the UK.
Section 24 National Security Factors Favouring Non-Disclosure
The release of this information would compromise any ongoing criminal investigations, or
proceedings, which make use of the data produced by the camera. In addition, the technology can be
used in combating acts of terrorism but also in the prevention and detection of crime and in the
reduction of death and injury on the roads. Therefore, if the locations of the cameras were disclosed
their capability to prevent such activity would be compromised. Release of the information would
mean that the ANPR's role in the prevention and detection of crime would be compromised. The
safety of the public is of paramount importance to the policing purpose, and an increase in crime
would place the public at risk of harm.
ANPR is a valuable tool in the fight against crime and terrorism and the threat level in Northern
Ireland remains at SEVERE. Dissident republicans have recently murdered a second police officer
and also renewed their death threats to all police staff. It is therefore considered that the requested
information regarding ANPR should not be disclosed.
Security measures are put in place to protect the community that we serve. As evidenced within the
harm to confirm where specific ANPR cameras are sighted would highlight to criminals/terrorists
details of which locations would be monitored by ANPR, allowing them to avoid such routes and
therefore subsequent detection. Revealing specific locations would dramatically weaken the
effective use of ANPR as a monitoring tool in the fight against terrorism on a local and national scale.
The cumulative effect of criminals/terrorists gathering information from various sources would be
even more impactive when linked to other information gathered from various sources about
criminality/terrorism. The more information disclosed over time gives a more detailed account of the
tactical infrastructure of not only in Northern Ireland but also the UK as a whole. Any incident that

results from such a disclosure would by default affect national security.

Section 31 Law Enforcement Factors Favouring Disclosure
The release of information in relation to ANPR by the PSNI may be of interest to the public. The
actions of the PSNI, particularly in relation to crime detection require an appropriate application of
legislation. Disclosure would enhance the public’s knowledge about how ANPR is used by PSNI and
the specific nature of the technology.
Section 31 Law Enforcement Factors Favouring Non-Disclosure
The Police Service has a duty to deliver effective law enforcement ensuring the prevention and
detection of crime, apprehension or prosecution of offenders and administration of justice is carried
out appropriately. They will not reveal detail, no matter how generic, which would compromise
effective law enforcement issues. It would not be in the public interest to release information that may
be of assistance to anyone involved in criminal/terrorist activity. As explained in the harm the release
of this information would be likely to assist both criminals and terrorists rather than being an
operational tool for police and thus ultimately protecting the community.
The release of this information would also compromise any ongoing criminal investigations, or
proceedings, which make use of the data produced by ANPR. In addition, the technology can be
used in combating acts of terrorism but also in the prevention and detection of crime and in the
reduction of death and injury on the roads. The safety of the public is of paramount importance to
the policing purpose, and an increase in crime would place the public at risk of harm.
Balancing Test
To disclose the requested information regarding ANPR across Northern Ireland would have a serious
negative impact on the security of the whole of the province and would not be beneficial.
Weakening the mechanisms used to monitor any type of criminal activity, and specifically terrorist
activity would place the security of the country in an increased level of danger. ANPR is one of many
tools used to help maintain national security and is not outweighed by the fact that disclosure would
make the general public better informed about the system and its use.
Information disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act is made public to the world when
released. Disclosure of ANPR locations within Northern Ireland would mean that any subsequent
FOI request for other areas would be treated similarly. A series of disclosures for this information
would mean that terrorists and criminal would be able to build up a picture of where such technology
was deployed throughout the UK. Disclosure at a national level would encourage those with criminal
intent to relocate and intensify their activities to areas that are less well covered by ANPR as they
would have a renewed level of confidence in evading detection.
ANPR needs to be understood as a vital tool in safeguarding the security of the country and any
disclosure that would impact on this must be of a greater importance to the public. ANPR is an
internationally recognised tool that can significantly reduce volume crime, increase detection rates,
tackle cross-border crime and provide vital intelligence for use in counter terrorist and serious crime
work.
After weighing up the competing interests PSNI have determined that the disclosure of the
information would not be in the public interest.
If you have any queries regarding your request or the decision please do not hesitate to contact 028
9070 0164. When contacting the Freedom of Information Team, please quote the reference number
listed at the beginning of this letter.
If you are dissatisfied in any way with the handling of your request, you have the right to request a

review. You should do this as soon as possible, or in any case within two months of the date of issue
of this letter. In the event that you require a review to be undertaken, you can do so by writing to the
Head of Freedom of Information, PSNI Headquarters, 65 Knock Road, Belfast, BT5 6LE or by
emailing foi@psni.pnn.police.uk.
If following an internal review, carried out by an independent decision maker, you were to remain
dissatisfied in any way with the handling of the request you may make a complaint, under Section 50
of the Freedom of Information Act, to the Information Commissioner’s Office and ask that they
investigate whether the PSNI has complied with the terms of the Freedom of Information Act. You
can write to the Information Commissioner at Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House,
Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF. In most circumstances the Information Commissioner
will not investigate a complaint unless an internal review procedure has been carried out, however
the Commissioner has the option to investigate the matter at his discretion.
Please be advised that PSNI replies under Freedom of Information may be released into the public
domain via our website @ www.psni.police.uk
Personal details in respect of your request have, where applicable, been removed to protect
confidentiality.

